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PROBLEII SOLVING UNDER TIRE- CONSTRAINTS

Michael Richardson

and

Sari Hunt

_University of Uashington

INTRODUCTION

Problem solving sometimes takes place under severe

real-time constraints. Consider the problem of an

automobile driver approaching an intersection. If the

light is either red or green a highly ovcrlearned response

is appropriate. Little in the way of problem solving is

required. If the light is yellow a decision must be cede.

The decision is based on several variables; the distance

to the intersection, the speed of the auto, the speed and

distance of any following auto, and perhaps its identity

(e.g. is the following auto a police ear?) A good bit of

reasoning has to be completed, quickly, or the driver is

Trebles Solving

likely to have a brief and unhappy career.

How is it that people perform such tasks quickly and,

for the experienced, with very row errors? Saying that

skilled performance is 'automatized' is unsatisfactory.

To be sure, in man), cases real -tiro performance is fast

and accurate, a critical descriptive attribute of

automated behavior (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977.)

However a crucial, precondition, consistent napping between

stimulus and response, is often not met. Consider again

the drI:ing example. Hhen people drive in heavy traffic

without accidents, they continually face pew and compsex

situations. Furthermore, it is clear both from intuition

and experimental results (Brown and Polton, 1961) 'hat

driving diverts attention from other ongoing activities.

By definition, this means that the behavior is not

automated.

The driving example is an illustration or a none

general issue. Tine-constrained problem solving depends

upon a mixing of controlled and automatic processes. The

mixing must take place rapidly enough to keep up with

real-world demands on the croblom solver. However, most

computer simulations of problem solving do not consider

the influence of real-time oonstraints on thought.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"Reaction time" studies are more traditionally assirned to

the attention and performance field. Which aspects of the

processing uro automated? What are the control mechanisms

and under what conditions is control exercised?

Here we preset a model of how automated nnu

controlled processing can be mixed. The node' Is liesce on

previosa work by Hunt and Lansman (1983), who proposed a

nodel of problem solving that could .reproduce the data

obtained with several attention and performance paraeiyus.

Their model is an extension of the widely used

production-system notation to time-constrained problem

solving. A production- system model of a taak can be

divided Into two distinct components. One Is the ;AA of

productions that are used to specify actions in the last.

itself. These wilt be specific to a given situation. The

other component is the set of mechanisms that control

production execution. A good analogy 13 to regard the

productions used in a simulation as a progran to model

task specific behavior and to regard the mechanisms of

production exeoution as a model of the content-free

information processing mechanisms that oust underlie all

thought, Following Pylyshyn (198k), we shall use the tern

"functional architecture" to refer to thi Information

processing mechanisms collectively.

PrOOton so!vitl rar,a

What Hunt and Lawman did Was to develop a functional

architecture for production execution that was based upon

nodels that have been proposed to explain "attention and

performance" phenomena, such as dichotic listening, flick's

law, and response choice in the face of conflicting cues.

Hunt and Lerman then used this architecture to eZeeute a

nuuber of simple production systems, corresponding to a

participant's understanding of the instructions that might

be given in a variety of attention and performance tasks.

The time required to execute the prodLetior ayaten progran

was produced by an interaction between the logic of the

production system and the mechaniama of the functional

architecture, which was constant across tasks. Hunt and

Lansnan allowed that the Interaction could niuic human data

In fairly simple laboratory tasks, Including choice

reaction time paradignsi a divided attention task, and a

simple version of the Stroop paradigm. They suggested

that the same approach could be applied to understand real

tine problem solving in more eonplcx situations, but they

did not carry their work to the point of simulating the

more complex situtations.

This paper reports an extension of Hunt and Lanaman's

model to a situation in which people must do mental

BV.S1
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arithnetie. rapidly. In addition, the participants in our

work had to deal with a simple Interrrupting task. Core

specifically, college students kept track of the running

total of a series of numbers. To keep the tank froa bcint.

a fully automated one, ue required that the total be kept

in base three (trinary) arithmetic. From time to tine the

arithmetic task uas interrupted. The participants had to

deal with the interruption and then return to the

arithmetic taec. This situation was chosen as a

compromise between the extremely complex situations, such

as driving, that ue would like to*nodel and those tasks

that can be nanared in a laboratory situation.

ProDien 30IVIRE raze n

THE TASKS AHD THE PARTICIPAHT'S BEHAVIOR

Procedure

Participants were first trained to do Base T

(Trinary) arithmetic. They were 1;:en given the task of

keeping a running total of a series of visually presented

trinary numbers. From time to time during the

precentation of the numbers to be added an auditory signal

vas presented. The participant was to press a button in

response to the tone as soon as it was deflected.

Three dependent variables were studied. These were

the speed and accuracy of the arithmetic responses and the

reaction to the tone.

Addition Task.

1;obiectl Four University of Uashington undcrtraduate

students were recruited through advertisement. They were

paid for their time.

/x2ininr and instructions. Training included

memorization of the basic addition facts (e.g. 1 + 2 = 10)

V3ES1
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and sufficient practice with both written and verbal

problems so that all participants aohievsd a perfect score

on a 120 item written test. The problems involved one to

four digit integers. Some of the problems required carries

across one or more columns.

The participants were instructed to do the problens

in trinary notation directly, rather than solving a

problem in decimal notation and then converting the

results to trinary notation. They were also instructed to

do nultiple digit problems from right to left, elm. column

at a time. Both of these instructions were intended to

prevent subjects from adopting idiosyncratic methods for

particular addition problems. For example, Marini-

training some subjects reported recalling from previous

trials the sum of 122 and 1 (i.e. SOO) without

intermediate carrying from column to column. All

participants reported they had no difficulty in conplying

with the instructions.

Participants were also instructed to enphasise both

speed and accuracy, that is, '...to respond as quickly as

possible but try not to make mistakes.'

Dxperimental procedures. On eaeb trial, the stimulus

11

WWftvAss,

digit (approximately 2.1 mm x 4 mm) was presented on a

video monitor located directly in front or the

participant, at a distance of approximately T5cm. The

persons's task was

digits presented.

participant was to

to maintain a running total or all

As each digit was presented the

speak the new total into a microphone

located below the line of sight between the participant

and the monitor. The beginning of the verbal response

triggered a volenonset key attached to the computer.

Three seconds after the onset of a verbal, response (i.e.

approximately two seconds after its completion) the

computer presented the next number in the sequence. The

task continued for a total of twenty digit presentations.

Digits were selected at random, subject to the constraint

that the correct total for each sequence never be more

than 222 (i.e. three digits in length).

The Auditor) Probe Task

Probe tones were presented during five randomly

selected trials in each sequence. The probe was a 130

112 tone with a duration of 60 masc., prevented 100 cosec.

after onset of the visual stimulus. The participant

responded to the tone by pressing a button. Participants

BEST CON AVAUBLE 12
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were instructed to press the button before making a verbal

response.

The participants wore instructed to say 'stop' when

they became aware of making an error. After stopping,

they were asked to explain what the error was (e.g.

forgetting to press the button, making an addition fact

error). They then made a corrected response. Hallooing

the corrected response the reaaining digits in the

sequence were presented.

General dercrlotion of krhavior

Response latencies for experimental trials were

generally between 90P and 2500 ste. and overall' error

rates were below 2 percent.

Perfect performances on the pretest and low error

rates in experimental sessions demonstrated the subjects

knew how to do the tasks. However, a nuuber of different

types of errors were observed. The following types of

errors were eonsidereds

1. Arithmetic) fact errors. Even though

the participants thoroughly learned the rules of addition

for trinary arithmetic, they occasionally made errors,

IMAM' sntvinc race 10

just as most adults do with decimal arithmetic.

2. Speaking the stimulus digit rather

than adding it to the running total. An example would be

responding '2' to the second digit in the sequence 1, 2.

Participants reported seeing the stimulus and speaking it

without considering addition or the running tsta.

3. Hot pushing the button in response to

the probe. Frequently this error was not detected by the

participants.

4. Pushing the button after making a

verbal response. Participants reported that it was not a

'conscious' effort to correct for not pushim: the button

before the verbal response.

5. Forgetting; the stimulus digit or the

running total. Only one participant made this type of

error and only when he interrupted himself to correct a

Previous error.

6. Carry errors, i.e. a failure to carry

tho 1 to the next column to the loft and to do the

appropriate addition. For completeness, we note that these

errors are not the only errors that could be made. Hitch

(197h) has reported more coupler parry errors that cannot

be distinguished from trinary arithmetic fact errors.

7. Transposition errors. Transposition

errors (e.g. saying 221 when the correct response la 212)

- 3

?ESA COO Mimt..rwi..t..
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are logicjlly possible but we did not observe any.

The participants would often detect thei own errors

as they made them. This will be called "error trapping."

To summarize, the partloipanta generally, but not

always, managed to remember the things they needed to

reuember. The fact that they often become aware of an

error after caking it indicates that there was a. good deal

of self monitoring of behavior. The problens solver's

Internal control of information seems to be an essential

part of real-time problem solving. These processes were

reflected in the simulation, which will now be described.

The Simulatton

Terminolory

As noted, the model consists of a set of productions

that are executed by the functional architecture described

by Hunt and Lansman (1983). The modified architecture

will be described first. We then describe the productions

that it executed.

15

Functional irebitemtura The term 'functional

architecture' refers, collectively, to aechanisns required

for production selection and execution. The tern will b(

used to include a specification of the major structural

components of the system (e.g. the existence of input

buffers and a working memory) and constraints on the

nature and size of those components; and the nature of the

pattern matching mechantsm.(1)

The architecture consists of five structural

components; an alfatarythaktkiaLtr , a visual innql

buffer , a rotor input buffer , a corking meuery (U11)

and a Jong term menerY, WM. The input buffers

correspond to external sensory channels. They and the MI

constitute a 'blackboard' area that contains the patterns

that form an internal representation of the current

situation. The 1.111 is divided into five areas (or codes),

sepahtic, visual, motor, auditory and a iuetacognitive,

area. The LTH contains the productions that reaponu to

patterns in each of the blackboard areas. Figure 1. shows

the relation between components, and indicates permissible

flows of information between thou.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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Fig. 1 here

The selection of the productions to be executed is

driven by the data in the blackboard area. The pattern

segment of each production is
oontinuously eq.'ior.c with

the information in the input buffers and in HU. The extLwt.

of agreement betwen.a production's pattern and the data

on the blackboard determine the level of activation of the

Production. Productions are also activated by spreading

activation from related productions. Thus the productions

can be thought of as being linked together in a semantic

network of associated concepts.
negative associations are

used when productions are logical alternatives to each

other (See Hunt and Lansman for a discussion of the

algorithms for pattern matohing and the rules for linking

Productions into a network). Uhen a production's

activation level exceeds a threshold and is sufficiently

greater than the activation level of other productions the

action part of the production is executed.

The architecture used in this study modifies Hunt and

Lansman's system in three ways.

17
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(a) In Hunt and Lanaman's model information stayed

in a blackboard area unless it was specifically replaced.

In our nodal the 'clarity' of inforoL ion in 1111 donays

over tine unless it is explicitly refreshed. To represent

the decay, a decay rate parameter, d(0>d>1) was associated

with 1111. Instead of assuming that an object would be

watched (to same degree) to a pattern regardless of its

tine in 1111 the match was computed with probability

Pr(e(t) for an objeot that had been in Hit for t cycles

without being refreshed. Pr (elt) was defined by the

equation Pr (elt) = (1-d)lt. , t=1,2,3 ... whore t is the

nunber of discrete time cycles since the object was placed

In 1111 at tine t=0.

(b) An additional motor code was added, with its own

buffer area and channel in WH.

(c) A uetacognitive area was added to 1111. The

productions relponding to patterns appearing in this area

dealt with qualitatively
different processes than those

responding to patterns in the other areas of 1111. The

patterns in other areas represented actions needed to

solve the addition or the probe response task. The

patterns in the netacognitive area dealt with the system's

view of its own problen solving processes. Aa can be

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



seen, this simulation contains two separate models for

problem solving. 'One is a task model that is specific to

the problem at hand; here either arithmetic or p..obe

respondine. Tho second is a model for monitorini, problem

solving actions.

ue believe that this is characteristic of real time

problem solving. The problem solver must be able to

monitor where he (!t) 13 in the problem solving process at

any time.

CIOVC44 OU4VLOG

error trapping submodel.

Cf1,16.. SU

The metacognitive model contains:

1. An artioulatory submodel oontaining

productions that detect a need to rehears* information

currently in OH. Rehearsal is accomplished by moving

patterns into auditory lilt, recognizing then, and Chen

placing the product of pattern recognition back into a

somantic SO arca% These productions are used to simulate

subvocal articulation.

The task model contains the following submodels:
2. A coal insertion subLodel containing

productions that insert goal patterns into the semantic

area of MI. The goals arc used to guide the task
1.An addition task submodel containing productions

required for trinary audition.
model.

2,An auditory probe task submodel cortaining the

productions that recognize the probe tone.

3.An input/output submodel containing those

productions that translate patterns from the sensory

buffers into areas of UN, and those productions that

translate certain patterns appearing in WO into external

responses. These patterns will have been produced by the

additicn or auditory probe submodels or the metacognitive

19

3. An error trapping submodel containing

Productions that identify specific errors, such as not

pressing the button. These productions then produce

patterns indicating the type of errors that are then

output by the verbal output system.

productions.

Although it is technioaily correct to think of our

BEST
COPY AVAiLAVIE 20



simulation program as being a production lystem, the usual

if-then notation of production systems do not capture

adequately the important interactions between Productions.

To do this we use an abbreviated form of the dataflog

CZAp notation presented by Sowa (1904).

pataflow craohs.

A dataflow araoh. is a finite, connected, directed,

bipartite graph with the following characteristics:

a. The nodes are partitioned into conees and ,eior

nodes.

b. Arcs may connect concepts and actors, but arcs

between concepts and concepts or actors and actors are not

permitted.

c. An arc directed from a concept g to an actor a

Is termed an 'maul arc of

input concept of L.

A and the concept g an

d. An arc directed from an actor 1 to a concept g

is termed an cutout era of 2 and the concept g an
output cone/tot of a .

21

s. An motor must have one or more input concepts and

must have exactly one output concept.

f. A concept nay be an input concept for more than

one actor.

To nap from patterns and actions to concepts and actors,

let patterns be represented by input concepts and actions

by actors and output concepts.

The data flow graph illustrates how the productions relate

to each other. This is shown in Figure 2, which

Illustrates 3000 key features of the graphs. Concepts are

drawn as rectangles, actors as diamonds, and the arrows on

arcs indicate direction. This graph has two actors, nodes

Al and AZ . These correspond to the action parts of two

productions, /1 and a . The concept nodes 21 and ill

correspond to the pattern part of production 21 , and the

concept nodes g2 and 23 correspond to the pattern part

of production 22 . An interpretation of this graph in

terms of productions is that the action of production 21

is executed in response to the pattern consisting of

concepts gl and 22 Concept Ai I resulting from the

BEET COPY AVAILABLE



action of production
121 , together with concept a

constitute the pattern of production a , and concept ga

results frog the action of production a being exeited.

Figure 2 here

Conecots Concepts are concatenations of primitive

features (synbols) that are either objects or labels.

a. Oblecta Objects are internal synbols that

correspond to physioal stimuli. The objects ue deal with

include:

1. The trinary digits.

2. The probe tone.

3. Zallinna These are tho units 3s, 9s, and 273

digit positions of a trinary integer.

4. The (perception of the) fingerpress.

5. The null object, i.e. the absence of an obJoct.

23
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Objects may be concatenated to form compound objects. For

example, the objeots 2 and 1 concatenate to forn the

object. 21 . The only objects that will be compounded are

digits and columns. The oceurence of an objeot symbol

(hereafter referred to as an object) in a blackboard area

can be Interprotod as the occurence of a specific menber

of a set. For exagplo, the digit 2 13 a mdnbor of the

set of integers (as well as a member of the set of

nuialitsza_gziaalazLhjinairsi etc.)

Labels . Labels are primitive foatures that are attached

to objects by the aotions of specific actors, thus

assigning additional :leaning to the objects to which they

are attached. In general, labels specify the cognitive

roles that the objects play in the task at hand. For

exanplo, when the object 2 13 labeled as an Integer It Is

identified as belonging to the set of integers, thus

enabling; further processing specific to intehers.

The lapels used in the model are:

1. 2111=1:11 - classifies an object appearing in an

Input buffer s a stimulus.

2. Interer - classifies a physical digit as a

number.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 24



3. Ajblegg. - classifies an integer digit as an

addend. In order for an integer to serve as input for an

addition process it oust be classified as an addend.

4 Tett'. - classifies the integer output iron an

addition process as a sum.

5. glary - classifies 1 as the carry digit in an

addition.

6. Units - classifies a column or a aisie digit

integer as being in the rightmost position in a

multi-digit integer.

7. 3s - (see Units).

8. 9s - (see Units).

9. 27s - (see Units).(2)

10 Zertt - classifies an integer as zero. This

label activates productions that deal with the number

zero:

11. Plank - classifies a column as blank (i.e. theru

is no integer labeled as belonging to that column).

12. UAL - may be combined with other labela to

classify an object as not belonging to a particular net

(e.g. Not Zero or Not Blank).

25
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13. lama - combined with a label that designates an

input buffer (e.g. Auditory) to classify an object as

input to the system.

14. Output - combined with a label that designates

an output system (e.g. Verbal) to designate an object for

output (i.e. to be translated into an external response).

15. Inditory - combined with the label Input,

classifies an object as having appeared in the auditor)

buffer (i.e. as Auditory Input).

16. Vilwal - (see Auditory).

17 ouatiq - (see Auditory).

18. Verbal - combined :pith the label Output,

elassifiel on object as verbal output (i.e. enables actors

that will translate the object into an external verbal

response).

19. 1(AJDULA1 - (see Verbal).

20. ;ems - classifies two objects as belonging to



the sane object type (e.g. if two objects are both labeled

as the Units Integer then they might be labeled as Sane).

21 Different - (see Same).

22. DIA - when a total for the addition teak has

been output as an external verbal response that to...1 Is

labeled Old to distinguish it from the Hew total Lhat will

be computed from the,old total and a stimulus inttger (tee

23. Eng - when a new total has been computed for the

addition ta.-.4n it is labeled as Hew. (see Old).

'4 Hull Label - absence of a label.

ketionn The action: permitted to productions are

a. Label - Attach one or more labels to one or more

objects. For example, a particular actor labels the object

as an Integer. Labeling produces a refined definition

of an object that may cue subsequent actors.

b Insert - Place an object In an area of WH. For

example, one of the 'arithmetio fact' actors recognizes

the pair of integer addenda 1 and 1, and places object

, labeled as a sum, in the semantic area of 1.111.

C. Translate - Hove an object frog an input buffer

to an area of tin or from one area of lift to another. A

translation from an input buffer to an area of Wit retains

the original sensory code of the object. Certain actors

also translate objects from lilt to external verbal and

manual output systems. (These output syotens are not

further defined In our model).

Ihdividual actors may act upon more than one object and

nay ezccute more than one of the three basic actions on

the object(s). For example, the arithmetic fact actor

that Inserts object 2 Into the semantic area of UV also

Labels that object as Hew and as Total (4).

Patterns. eOnceots. and the contents of the ingut buffsgn

UH.

Cach blackboard area contains discrete primitive features,

consisting of objeots and their attached labels. An object

and ita labels muat always be in the same blackboard area.

A concept consists of a concatenation of labels and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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objects. A concept may contain one or more labels, with

or without the object to which the labels are attached, or

may contain an object, with or without the labels attached

to it.

A pattern consists of one or more concepts. The concepts

that uake up a particular pattern must be in a single

blackbnard area.

For example, consider a situation in which the current

total is 1 and the digit 2 is shown. Once the stitullus

digit was recognized P11 would nontain the following

features:

a. stimulus 4 integer & 2 & not zero.

b. old 4 total A units & integer & 1 4 not blank

These are instances of the concepts: (stimulus & integer &

not zero) and (old & total & units and -.4t blank). Each

concept 13 defined in terms of the labels attached to a

single object in this example (but not generally) and

neither concept includes the object. The two concepts are

the input concepts (on the pattern) for an actor that

labels each object as an addend. After this actor

executes, the contents of the semantic area of Un would

be:

29

i

5

a. stimulus & integer & 2 & not zero t addend

b. old & total & units & integer & 1 & not blank &

addend.

The augmented description would trigger the arithmetic

fact rule for adding 2 and 1.

Dehav1er of the Simulation

This section presents a dynamic description of the

simulation. First, the addition and auditory probe task

at:hoc:dela will be presented, using block diagrams. Then,

a detailed walkthrough of a specific example will be

';iven, with the aid of a dataflow graph. Finally, we

describe the actions of the various "metacognitivem

pubuodela; articulation, goal insertion and error

trapping.

he 111,112n alanasisti

Figure 3 provides an overview of the addition task

submodel.

Block 1 P rajlikktlaga *: Input is 'sensed' by

the appearance of a (digit) object in the visual buffer.

The symbol is transferred into the visual area of UM. The

a .,a, a ,,,,,,,,, . ....,,,,, :,,,,,V,Ir ,,,, ..I:



digit is labeled as an integer, and as a stimulus. It is

then translated into the semantic area of till, where it is

labeled as zero or not zero. Each transfer or labelinc is

achieved by production selection and execution.

This is the point at which the first of several

possible errors nay occur. The productions tnat can

cause it to 'speak' the name of a digit may be activated

instead of those that deal with the digit as an addend.

Looked at another way, cnroute to creating the Addend

pattern the system cones 01030 to creating patterns that

triggor the speaking actions of block 3 of Figure 3.

'flock 2. Labeling The old total is labeled as blank

or not blank. Based on this information and whether the

stimulus 13 zero or not a decision is made either: to

label the stimulus an verbal output (Block 3),

the old total as verbal output (Clock 3) or to

stimulus and the old total to form a new total

to label

add the

(Block 5).

The last decision 13 the most interesting case, so it will

be considered first.

Block 5. adding The stimulus and the unit column

digits are labeled as addends. The sum of the t%0 digits

Proolem SoivIng ref.!! GO

Is inserted in the semantic area of WU and labeled as the

nett units integer. If a carry is necessary, and the next

column (3s column) is labeled as blank or not blank, the

integer 1 is labeled as the 3s integer and the eolumn

is then labeled as not blank. If the 33 column la already

labeled as not blank, then the 3s column integer and the

carry integer (i.e. 1) are labeled ea addends. Th sum of

these tiro digits is inserted In the semantic area of CH

and labeled as the new 3s integer. The labeling and

insertion process continues across columns until the

addition process is completed and a new total is Corned.

(Note that columns to the left of the units column are not

processed unless there is a carry.)

Block 6.. Output. The new total is labeled for output

as a verbal response.

The output label activates the productions. Control

is in Stop 7, where a verbal response is created. note

that Step 7 may be activated by any of several prior

steps.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Auditory Probe Submodel

Figure 4 is a block diagram that represents the

auditory probe task submodel.

11111k1LeaDallitiltlia When a tone appears in the

auditory buffer it is translated into the auditory arca of

WI!. There it is labeled as the stimulus tone and

translated into the semantic area of

'flock 2. When the tone is recognized in semantic

the fIngerpress object Is inserted in semantic !IH as a

goal and labeled as a manual response output.

Black I Roseanne Production. When a stimulus in

semantic UH is labeled as an output the external manual

response is made.

Fig. 4 hero
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Figure 5 displays parts of a dataflon graph

summarizing the action of the addition tack submodel for a

single trial. Suppose that the old total is 12 (Decimal 5)

and the digit 1 appears. The following actions will take

place. The number or letter in parentheses before each

comment locates the action in the graph of Figure 5.

(1) The object 1, labeled as a stimulus Integer is

translated from the visual to the semantic area of WI.

(2) Actor 2 labels the stimulus integer 1 as not

zero.

(3) he old total integer (for this example 12) Is

not

(4) because the stimulus integer is not zero, and the

old total is not blank Actor 4 labels the stimulus integer

and the units integer of the old total as addenda. The

trinary addition '1 4. 2' is to be performed.

(5) Actor (5), an arithmetic fact, oarrica out the

addition. Wets that actor 5 has objects labeled as

addends as its input concept. The object 0 is placed in

labeled as an integer total, and the object 1 is placed in

I!!!, labeled as a carry integer.
.

(6) The old 3a column is not blank, as the old total

is 12.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(7) Because the stimulus integer and units integer

have been labeled as addends, and there is a carry integer

and the 3s column is not blank, actor (7) labels the carry

integer (1.e. 1) and the 3s integer (i.e.)) as adeends.

(8) Actor (8), an arithmetic fact, carries out the

addition and inserts object 2 in semantic Ills as an integer

and now column total (in this ease the 3s coluun).

that there is no carry integer.

(9) Because the.9s column and 27s colunn arc blank,

and there is no carry integer, actor (9) labels the colunn

totals 2 (i.e. 3s) and 0 (i.e. units) as the ncu total,

and labels then as verbal output.

etc

Fie. 5 here

The Hotacocnitive Behavior .

The netacognitive model is a set of procedures that

monitor the performance of the other models. Three types

of data are monitored. These are the quality of data In

working memory, the progress of each task model toward its

problem solving goals, and the existence of conditions in

UH indicating that an error has occurred. The uodel

Itself is divided into three submodels, each of which

35
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accomplishes one of these funotions.

The articulatory suboodel This submodel contains

processes that protect the information in against

decay. The submodel contains actors that translate

objects fron semantic area to the auditory area or IIV and

back again. The action of

refreshinG the object, by

The actors that translate

translatinL has the effect of

inserting a fresh copy into VI:.

from semantic to auditory are

triggered by an object's being in the semantic area for

some tine without being acted upon (i.e. Labeled or

translated).

The coal inscrlIon submodel Actors in this submodel

Insert goals into the semantic area of UN. The coals arc

concepts consisting of a null object and various labels

that, collectively, represent a desired future state. The

Geal would be attained if the labels could be attached to

an object. The goal insertion actors execute after an

object(3) has been in the semantic area for 301.10 tine and

usually ham been refreshed (translated) by tht

articulatory aotors one or more times without otherwise

being acted upon. ( This condition arises if processing on

a task is stalled). For example, suppose that the

stimulus integer and the units integer are both labeled

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 36
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addends and have been so labeled 30110 time. After these

objects have been translated by the articulatory subksdal

actors one or wore times a goal insertion actor may

a null object labeled as a 'new column total' into the

semantic area.

The execution of the goal Insertion actors raises the

activation level of the relevant task submodel actors 334

result of their Unlaces in the association network. This

guides processing toward satisfaction of the appropriate

goal.

Error Craw:dor submodel Various actors in this Subnodol

identify errors (i.e. patterns consisting of incorrect

sets of labeled objects), label the objects as errors, and

make a verbal response that identifies the error. For

example, if a tone, labeled as the auditory probe, 13 in

the semantic area of Wit, and an integer, labeled as a new

total and as auditory input, (i.e. the new total has been

spoken and is heard) is in 1111, but there is no

fingerpress, labeled as motor input, (i.e. the key pressed

and the motor response felt) in the semantic area, then

the simulation "knows*, in effect, that a verbal response

'was made before responding to the auditory probe, which is

an error. This condition is the input pattern for an

..... WW4wAaau

actor that identifies the error.

Comparison to Human Data

To evaluate the success of the model in aocounting

for the particpants' performance we compared both

qualitative and quantitative aspects of huuan behavior to

the simulation program's behavior. The simulation dan

clearly perforu the addition and probe response tasks.

Depending on the value of the internal parameters the

simulation can produce all seven of the error types

described earlier. We have not explored settings that

produe carry and transposition errors, as these do not

appear in our data. Table 1 lists the error types, the

observed frequencies for our participants, whether or not

the error type was trapped by participants, and the

mechanisms in the model that produce each error type. The

model J3 also able to trap all the error typos trapped by

the participants.

BEST co?'

Table 1 here

Comparing reaction time data provides a more
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quantitative contrast between the model and the human

data Two typos of responses can be made, additiona and

key press responses to the probe and signal. Table 2 lists

each partlepant's median reaction times to addition

problems under four conditions: when a probe was present

and not present, and when a oarry operation end was

not required. The table also lists the median reaction

tines for responses to the probe Lone whon the concurrent

addition trial did or did not require a carry.

The table also shows the number of discrete time

cycels the simulation required to nake the sane responses.

The simulation's responses also have to be averaged

because there is some variation due to internal noise In

the system.

Table 7 here

In order to facilitate a comparison between tlw

simulated and actual data all data were converted to times

(or cycles) relative to the time required to respond to a

probe while doing an addition without a carry. This was

the quickest response for both the simulation and the

human subjects. The resealed oumbers are shown in Table

39
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3. The simulation generally did a good job of predicting

the relative reaction tines for each of the six

conditions.

BEST COPY AVAILA3LE
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A. Ho error producing productions were used. This

is a contrast to the work of Drown and Burton (e.g. brown

and Durtonf 1977), who explicitly used 'buggy' productions

to model children's arithmetic errors. De aLL.utd that

our adult subjects knew how to do the experluental tasks.

Thus we are forced to conclude that errors arise frol the

misapplication of correctly formed,productions. The

errors that our model permits arise fron the mechanisms

listed in Table 1. As we have noted, these are sufficient

to produce all errors that were observed.

D. The complexity of the productions that we used

was severely constrained.

1. Decisions that direct the behavior of the

system were made by tho interaction of productions rather

than by the action of individual productions. For

example, the decision to make an arithmetic response by

naming the stimulus integer, the old total or with a new

total was made by the actions of the several productions

that determine if the stimulus was zero, if the old total

41

was blank, and so forth.

2. The patterns that initiate productions were

relatively simple, compared to those used in other

siuulations (e.g. Anderson, 1983). The most complex

patterns that occur in our model are those used by the

productions that trap errors. These do not require more

than four concepts in a single pattern.

3. Patterns were constructed from a snail set of

primitive features. This is widely accepted as a

requirement for production system models (newel', 1960).

The sharing of features across cencepts and patterns and

the possibility of confusion a.-ieing from

misidentification of thou is a basic mechanism in our

model for producing errors.

4. The actions taken by productions were simple and

limited in number.

5. There was no branching within individual

productions. At least two versions of this constraint are

possible. The weak version constrains a production to

tyke a similar action on any set of target objects (e..

doubling single digit integers). The resulting output

then varies with the input. Such a production,

instantiating a nontrivial function, must not only match a

pattern but also distinguish between inputs. The strong

version of the no branching constraint requires individual

Obi al 011\081..E.



productions to produce invariant output.

Ile adopted the stronger constraint. This leads to a

significant difference between our model and John

Anderson's ACT* model (1983), which utilizes local

variables and thus follows the weak constraint. In this

respect our model is like that of llcClolland and fimmlhart

(1981).

C. Patterns and actions uerc all object-oriented.

This constraint limits the denotationel power of

productions by requiring a physical object reference for

abstract concepts (e.g. the concept that an intet;er is not

zero).

D. Coals were structured and processed in a fashion

similar to other concepts. In our model goals are

concepts constructed from the sane primitive features as

other concepts and processed in the sane way. As a result,

the model is entirely data-driven at the level of

individucl productions.

Siggirigimat In the course of our work we found several

ways in whioh the architeeture of the original Hunt and

Lansman model was insufficient for the job of modeling the

43
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complex real-time problem solving studied here. He have

modified the architecture in the ways described earlier.

As in any eimulation,some aspects of the present model are

obviously tied to the particular arithmetic and probe

tasks we have studied. These specializations are in the

production systems, and are of little general inportance.

The effects of the restrictions on production system

design are uore interesting. Cc have shown that a

relatively complex real-time task can be modeled by a

production system meehenisc that conforms to a substantial

number of constraints. The major importance of this work

is that it provides a further link between the 'tine-less'

problem solvin,, studied in most simulations of covnition

and the highly simplified, but tightly time bound,

situations used to develop uodels of human information

processing.
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Footnotes
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1. Our use of the term functional architecture is similar

to Anderson's usage (1983) and somewhat. more limited than

Pylyshyn's (1984). Pylyshyn'a usage includes general

characteristics of productiOas much as constraints on the

kinds of actions that prO040tionoan execute and what

counts as a semantie'primitve (i.e. pattern feature).

Although we would concur with pylyahyn that such things

are properly 'architectural' our expqsition of the model

Is simplified if we present tkem in our discussion of

Productions (section III B) and in our general discussion

(section VI A) rather than as part of the functional

architecture.

2. The longest correct total for the experimental task

was three digits. Occasionally subjects made errors that

led to four digit responses (i.e. an integer in the 273

column).

3. This seems to permit very powerful actors in the

model, but is necessary for keeping the simulation within

practical computing limits. Each actor that executes more

i

rrousem 4w44,,,, tab,. 14.

than one basic action or acts on more than one object

could be replaced by separate actors each executing only

one basic action and acting on a single object, without

affecting the logic of the simulation.

4. %!e would like to compare the relative frequency of

each error type for the simulation with the frequencies

produced by participants, however, the partipante' overall

error rate was lase than two percent and such a cotiparlson

would require several thousand trials for the simulation.

This would be prohibitively expensive in computing costs.

For example, to run a total of 3200 trials as our four

subjects did would require over 80 hours of system

operating time on the VAX/780 that we used for the

simulation.

$
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I EVALUATE INPUT

SELECT SUBGOAL (EVALUATE & OLDTOT, )

'SPEAK ST:IT1

Figure 3

VERBAL RESPONSE

Figure 4

EVALUATE INPUT

PRESS BUTTON

(MANUAL RESPONSE
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Notes for figure S

Labels in input concepts are Atl uppercase

Labels in output concepts are underlined

Labels otherwise are lower case and included to improve readability

Objects in input concepts are in double quotes

Objects in output concepts are underlined

Objects otherwise are in single quotes and included to improve readability
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Structural components of the functional architecture and permissible flows

between them.

Figure 2. An abstract example of a dataflow graph.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the addition task submodel.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the auditory probe task submodel.

Figure 5. A dataflow graph for a specific example of the addition] task submodel

processing a single trial.

Problem Solving

Table 1

Participant's Errors and Mechanisms in the Model for Simulating Them

Error Occurance In Trapped By . Mechanism In

Type Participant's Data Participant's Model

1. Speaking the 24 Yes Priming of Production

Stimulus (.41) From Previous Trial.

2. 43 Probe

Response

'13

(.22)

Yes Decay of Probe,

Competition Between

Tasks.

3. Probe Response After 9 Yes Competition Between

Addition Response (.16) Tasks.

4. Addition Fact 9 No Confusability of

Errors (.16) Addends.

5. Forgetting Stimulus

or Old Total

4

(.07)

Yes Decay of Integers.

6. Carry Erro.rs 0 NA Persistence of

Pattern in .t.

7. Transposition Errors 0 NA Confusability of

Integers.

Note. Proportion of total errors in parentheses.
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Table 2

Median Reaction Times for Participants (in ms) and the Simulation (in time cycles)

Condition

1 2

Subject

3 4

Simulation

Probe - 451 662 594 712 6

No Carry (137) (138) (133) (136) (1 o )

Probe - 462 768 620 765 7

With Carry (60) (62) (57) . (60) (9)

Addition - No 586 695 809 964 9

Carry, No Probe (404) (412) (396) (397) (48)

Additon - No 863 1156 1214 1344 11

Carry, With Probe (137) (138) (133) (136) (16)

Addition -With 1578 1436 2027 2668 17

Carry, No Probe (195) (188) (198) (198) (27)

Addition - With 2209 1660 2483 2814 22

Carry, With Probe (60) (62) (57) (60) (9)

Note. Number of observations in parentheses.

....(YN 5:7
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Table 3

Scaled Reaction Times for Participants and the Simulation

Condition

1 2

Subject

3 4

Simulation

Probe - 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

No Carry

Probe - 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.2

With Carry

Addition - No 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.5

Carry, No Probe

Addition - No 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.9 1.8

Carry, With Probe

Addition - With 3.5 2.2 3.4 3.7 2.8

Carry, No Probe

Addition - With 4.9 2.5 4.2 4.0 3.7

Carry, With Probe

Note. Values for each participant and the simulation are scaled separately in terms

of the median Probe- No Carry reaction times, which were in each case the shortest

median times.
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